AT&T Cybersecurity Training (ACT)
learning portal
Advance your cybersecurity knowledge with continuous training from AT&T
Potential benefits
• Integrate learning into your regular

schedule with no disruption to your
workload.
• Increase your skillset with targeted

learning plans
• Train multiple learners at one time
• Revisit a course as often as you

need
• Access training on the go from

Virtually every business faces the difficulty of keeping
employees trained while not interfering with everyday
workloads. Training is critical to success and for growing the
business. Cybersecurity training is especially important in an
environment of increasing cyber threats. But most
organizations don’t have the time or resources to pull a
team member away from their daily tasks to engage in a full
day of cybersecurity training.
With the AT&T Cybersecurity Training (ACT) learning portal,
we can help alleviate the difficulties that come with training
multiple learners in various locations. The portal provides
continuous access to every course in the library so learners
can log in from anywhere at any time on any device.
Courses range in length from seven to eight minutes up to
one hour. The longer courses are broken into individual
modules for easy consumption. The shorter courses are
great for when you need a quick answer to a time-critical
task.

your mobile device
• Find quick answers to time critical

tasks
• Enable efficient onboarding of new

cybersecurity professionals

Do these situations appear
familiar?
•

I can’t find a training class that
fits my schedule.

•

How do I stay current with the
latest cyber threats?

•

I don’t have time to sit through
five days of training.
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We can also help your organization stay current with the
latest cybersecurity threats with courses like Monthly
Threat Briefing. Every month we publish a new edition
of this course that includes information on the latest
key vulnerabilities, prevalent threats, and indicators
of compromise.
For customers who need a quick answer to a specific
question, we also provide Instructor Office Hours via
the portal. Each week one of our certified instructors
is available to answer questions about USM Anywhere
and USM Appliance. Instructor Office Hours are a great
way to engage one-on-one with a certified
cybersecurity professional.
ACT learning portal
The ACT learning portal is a cloud-based service that is expanding regularly with new courses and
content. You can easily find the courses you need by selecting them from the course list or by
choosing a learning plan that will guide you through a set of courses and keep track of your
progress.
For cybersecurity professional looking to become certified, there is a learning plan designed
specifically to help candidates pass the AlienVault USM Certified Security Engineer (AVSE) exam.
How does access work?
Access to the portal is sold through AT&T Cybersecurity Training-as-a-Service. We provide you with
a tiered access model so you can choose the level of access that best fits your organization and
increase your level of access at any time.
Delivering outcomes:
Using the ACT learning portal with AT&T’s live online training classes or as a standalone training tool
can accelerate your cybersecurity knowledge and skillset and deliver material outcomes for your
cybersecurity teams and organization. Some of these include efficiently onboarding new
cybersecurity professionals, learning about a new cyber threat before it causes harm to your
network, and quickly finding the answers you need without leaving your desk.
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